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Abstract. An innovative 3D multi-branch tubular structure and centerline ex-
traction method is proposed in this paper. In contrast to classical minimal path
techniques that can only detect a single curve between two pre-defined initial
points, this method propagates outward from only one initial seed point to detect
3D multi-branch tubular surfaces and centerlines simultaneously. First, instead of
only representing the trajectory of a tubular structure as a 3D curve, the surface
of the entire structure is represented as a 4D curve along which every point repre-
sents a 3D sphere inside the tubular structure. Then, from any given sphere inside
the tubular structure, a novel 4D iterative key point searching scheme is applied,
in which the minimal action map and the Euclidean length map are calculated
with a 4D freezing fast marching evolution. A set of 4D key points is obtained
during the front propagation process. Finally, by sliding back from each key point
to the previous one via the minimal action map until all the key points are visited,
we are able to fully obtain global minimizing multi-branch tubular surfaces. An
additional immediate benefit of this method is a natural notion of a multi-branch
tube’s “central curve” by taking only the first three spatial coordinates of the de-
tected 4D multi-branch curve. Experimental results on 2D/3D medical vascular
images illustrate the benefits of this method.

1 Introduction

Image segmentation is often the first task for solving problems in the fields of im-
age processing and computer vision. In medical imaging, the extraction of vascular
objects such as coronary arteries and retinal blood vessels, has attracted the atten-
tion of more and more researchers [1, 2]. Numerous segmentation methods have been
proposed that depend upon organ structures, imaging modalities, application domains,
user-interaction requirements, and so on [3].

Centerline extraction methods have been proposed to extract only the centerline (or
skeleton) of a tubular object, thereby requiring further processing to obtain the 3D sur-
face or shape. By assuming a centerline corresponded to a minimal cost path, some
methods have been designed based on path finding procedures [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. Spe-
cially, Deschamps and Cohen [11] simplified the problem of generating centerlines into
the problem of finding minimal paths [12] by utilizing fast marching schemes [13]. The
minimal path approach [12] has several advantages such as finding global minimizers,
fast computation, ease of implementation, and powerful incorporation of user input.
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Unfortunately, despite these numerous advantages, traditional minimal path techniques
exhibit some disadvantages both in general and in the particular application of vessel
segmentation [14]. First, follow-up vessel boundary extraction is by no means straight
forward, even in 2D where the longitudinal cross-sectional boundary of a vessel is com-
pletely described by two curves on either side of the detected trajectory. Second, the
detected interior trajectory does not always yield remain central to the vessel. Third,
in 3D (just as in 2D), traditional purely spatial minimal path techniques can be used
only for curve extraction, whereas vessels and other tubular structures, despite sharing
some characteristics with curves, are in fact surfaces. Finally, only a single branch can
be detected for each pair of initializing seed points. Multiple initialization pairs would
be required in order to detect multi-branch structures.

As an improvement, Li and Yezzi [14] proposed a 4D minimal path technique to
extract full 3D tubular surfaces and their centerlines simultaneously. They represented
the surface of a tubular structure as the envelope of a one-parameter family (curve)
of spheres with different centers (three coordinates) and different radii (fourth coordi-
nate). So the 3D surface extraction problem is translated into the problem of finding
a 4D curve which encodes this family of 3D spheres. As such, the tubular surface and
its centerline can be detected simultaneously in this one-dimension-higher 4D space.
However, in their method, the user input is still a pair of initial points (or spheres), and
thus only a single branch can be detected for each pair of initializations. This disadvan-
tage significantly limits its application to most vessels which have complex branching
topologies such as the coronary arteries and abdominal aorta.

In this paper, we propose an innovative 3D multi-branch tubular structure and cen-
terline extraction method with all the merits of minimal path techniques while further
limiting the required user-interaction to a single initial point. By modeling the surface
as a 4D trajectory as in [14], a set of branching 3D tubular surfaces and their centerlines
are simultaneously detected with a guarantee that the centerline curves also connect at
branch points. By starting with a single 4D point (i.e. a single sphere inside the 3D
vessel or other tubular structure) a novel scheme is applied to find a set of 4D iterative
key points along an optimal 4D path which is free to branch whenever it is energetically
favorable. Then, by sliding back from each key point to the previous one along the mini-
mal action map until all the key points are visited, we obtain the final global minimizing
multi-branch 4D trajectory from which we may directly construct the branching tubular
3D surface along with its 3D “central curve”, both of which are guaranteed to exhibit
the exact same branching topology. Experimental results on 2D/3D medical vascular
images illustrate the benefits of this method.

2 Multi-branch Tubular Structure Extraction

When only a single initial starting point is provided by the user, detecting an opti-
mal branching trajectory using minimal cost path searching schemes is dependent upon
finding one or more appropriate destination points on the desired path. Furthermore,
in order to detect multi-branch structures, at least one destination point along each in-
dividual branch should be found. We may then slide back from each destination point
toward the starting point to obtain the multi-branch tubular structure. Here, we propose
a 4D key point searching scheme to carry out these tasks.
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Fig. 1. The entire multi-branch structure extraction is reduced to finding structures between all
adjacent key point pairs. The 4D path length D between each key point pair is equal to dstep. For
easier visualization, the same concept is illustrated here using circles instead of spheres.

2.1 4D Key Point Searching Scheme

Motivated by the 4D minimal path technique [14], we first represent the entire vessel
as a 4D curve, where each 4D point represents a 3D sphere (three coordinates for the
center point and one for the radius). The 3D surface extraction problem is translated
into the problem of finding a 4D curve which encodes this family of 3D spheres.

For detecting multi-branch tubular structures, the new 4D iterative key point search-
ing scheme is proposed and illustrated in Fig. 1. The energy minimization model is

E(Ĉ) =
∫

Ω

{ω + P (Ĉ(c(s), r(s)))}ds =
∫

Ω

P̃ (Ĉ)ds, (1)

where s represents the arc-length parameter over an interval Ω, c(s) represents the lo-
cation of a point in the original image domain ΩI either in R

2
[
c(s) = (x(s), y(s))

]
or in R

3
[
c(s) = (x(s), y(s), z(s))

]
, r(s) ∈ [0, rmax] represents the radius of a cir-

cle/sphere centered at c(s) (rmax is the largest allowed thickness of the vessel to be
captured), Ĉ(c(s), r(s)) ∈ ΩI represents a multi-branch “path” composed by a family
of circles/spheres in ΩI , E(Ĉ) represents the energy which is the integral of P̃ along
Ĉ(c(s), r(s)), P is the potential that enhances the boundary of the vascular tree, ω is a
real positive constant, and P̃ = P + w. We call ΩIr = ΩI × [0, rmax].

Alternatively, as shown in Fig. 1, energy E along the entire structure can be treated
as the summation of energy Ek along a path Ĉk between every two adjacent key points
p̂k0 (as the starting point)and p̂k (as the ending point),

E(Ĉ) =
N∑

k=1

Ek(Ĉk) =
N∑

k=1

(
∫

Ω

P̃k(Ĉk)ds). (2)

where Pk may be different for finding different minimal cost path Ck . It is well known
that an appropriate P̃k with lower values near the optimal path will cause fronts starting
from the initial point p̂k0 to propagate faster along the desired minimal path. Here we
define an additional item: the distance step dstep. We choose the first reached point at
which a front starting from the initial point p̂0 travels dstep, and we labeled it as key
point p̂1. We then trace back the optimal minimal path between it and p̂0. The next key
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point p̂2 will be the first reached point at which a front, starting simultaneously from
p̂0 and p̂1, travels the distance dstep. This will become the destination point for the
minimal path segment Ĉ2. Repeating this process, the new key point p̂k is always the
first reached point at which a front, starting simultaneously from points p̂0 to p̂(k−1),
travels the distance dstep. In this way, the front may propagate to different branches
of the tubular structure, and key points along different branches may be obtained. The
process stops when no new key point can be found, which is guaranteed by freezing fast
marching schemes and will be discussed later.

To find each minimal path segment Ĉk (minimizing the energy Ek) between key
point pairs p̂k0 and p̂k (the starting point p̂k0 may be any one of the points p̂0 to p̂(k−1)),
the 4D minimal path technique [14] is applied. At any 4D point p̂ ∈ ΩIr , we define the
minimal action map Uk(p̂) as the minimal energy integrated along any possible path
between the starting point p̂k0 and the point p̂,

Uk(p̂) = inf
Ap̂k0

,p̂

{
∫

Ω

P̃k(Ĉ(c(s), r(s)))ds} = inf
Ap̂k0

,p̂

{Ek(Ĉ)}, (3)

where Ap̂k0 ,p̂ is defined as the set of all paths between p̂k0 and p̂. So, from the ending
point p̂k, the minimal path between p̂k0 and p̂k can be deduced by calculating Uk(p̂k)
and then sliding back from p̂k along the action map Uk to p̂k0 via gradient descent.
Uk(p̂) can be computed by solving the Eikonal equation,

||∇Uk|| = P̃k(p̂) with Uk(p̂k0) = 0, p̂ ∈ ΩIr , (4)

using the fast marching algorithm [13]. 3D (or 4D) fast marching schemes are utilized
to solve the Eikonal equations and calculate the action maps for 2D (or 3D) spheres
respectively. The 3D vessel structure is then obtained as the envelope of the family of
spheres traversed along this 4D curve. Also because all the spheres on the detected
minimal path are tangential to the boundary of the tubular structure, the union of their
center points describes the central path (medial axis) of the tubular structure.

In order to find appropriate key points and also reduce the computational cost, we
would like to limit the front propagation within the long tubular structure. A freezing
fast marching method proposed in [15] is utilized to stop the propagation of these fronts
when they reach the structure boundary. Obviously, we would like to freeze points at the
“tail” of the front, especially when it reaches the actual boundary of tubular shape, and
keep the points at the “head” of the front propagating further. To be able to distinguish
points at the “head” from those at the “tail”, the path lengths Dk(p̂) from the starting
point p̂k0 to any other point p̂ should be computed. Dk(p̂) is the Euclidean distance
traveled by the front from the starting point p̂k0 to any other point p̂. When Dk(p̂) is
smaller than the current maximum path length dmax (initial dmax = 0),

Dk(p̂) < max((dmax − d̃), 0) with d̃ > 0, (5)

point p̂ is frozen by setting the speed to 0, where d̃ is a pre-defined threshold value.
Eq. 5 ensures that no point is frozen till one point on the front has traveled at least the
Euclidean distance d̃, which enables the front to stay inside the long and thin structure.
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The distance threshold d̃ is a parameter which should be larger than the expected maxi-
mum branch segment of the object, otherwise the algorithm will wrongly freeze points
prematurely within incomplete branches. An appropriate d̃ should be chosen based on
different image qualities, vessel structures, noise levels, and so on. Instead of calculat-
ing Dk after extracting the minimal path according to gradient descent, we may solve
Dk locally using the same neighbors involved for solving Uk in Eq. 4,

{ ||∇Uk|| = P̃k with U(p̂k0) = 0
||∇Dk|| = 1 with D(p̂k0) = 0.

(6)

Second, since key point p̂k, k ∈ {1, ..., N} is the first reached point at which a front,
starting simultaneously from multiple points p̂0 to p̂(k−1), travels the distance dstep, the

optimal minimal cost path Ĉk should connect p̂k to the appropriate previous key point
p̂k0 , k0 ∈ {0, ..., (k − 1)}. Here we separate the back tracking process into each new
key point searching step to avoid false connections. Each time when we obtain a new
key point p̂k, we slide back right away from p̂k according to the gradient descent on
the minimal action map until reaching any point in the group of points p̂0 to p̂(k−1)and

obtaining the minimal path Ĉk. Parameter dstep also defines the accuracy and compu-
tational cost of the method. If it is big, it decreases the computational cost of tracking
the connectivity of the fronts. However, it misses branches shorter than dstep.

Furthermore, if the detected tubular structure only has one branch, the 4D iterative
process can be simplified to the following process. First, an initial point p̂0 should be
chosen at the end of the tubular structure in order to detect the whole structure. Sim-
ilarly, if the front starting from p̂0 will travel at least the distance N × dstep, the first
reached points when the front travels the distance n × dstep, n ∈ {1, . . . , N} are cho-
sen as the labeled key points p̂n. The 4D minimal path between the initial point p̂0 and
the last iterative key point p̂N can be easily deduced by sliding back from point p̂N to
its previous point p̂(N−1) along the action map via gradient descent until reaching the
initial point p̂0. For single branch detection, we may use this simplified process with an
initial point located at one end of the tubular structure.

2.2 Potentials

The potential P̃k is designed as a measurement which incorporates the full set of image
values within the sphere surrounding the corresponding image point. Any sphere sp in
the image domain ΩI is defined as a point p̂ in ΩIr , sp = (p, r), where p is the center
point and r is the radius. The entire sphere should lie inside the desired object and be
as big as possible (so that it is tangential to the object boundary). Such spheres should
exhibit lower values of P̃k compared to smaller spheres which lie inside the desired
object or to any sphere which lies outside (fully or partially) the desired object.

For any image point p with gray value I(p) in an image I , we define the mean
intensity value μ(sp) and variance σ2(sp) for the sphere sp = (p, r) as

μ(sp) =

∫
B(p,r) I(p̃)dp̃∫

B(p,r)
dp̃

, σ2(sp) =

∫
B(p,r)(I(p̃) − μ(sp))2dp̃∫

B(p,r)
dp̃

, (7)
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where B(p, r) represents the ball of radius r centered at p. We propose an example
potential

P̃k(p̂) = P̃k(sp) = 1/(w + λ1(|μ(sp2) − μ(sp)|2) + λ2(|σ2(sp2) − σ2(sp)|2)), (8)

where μ(sp2) and σ2(sp2) represent the mean and the variance for the sphere sp2 =
(p, 2r), ω is a real positive constant to control the smoothness of the obtained path, λ1

and λ2 are two real positive weights for the mean difference and variance difference
between the detected sphere and a bigger sphere which has the same center point but
twice the radius. These parameters should be selected based on the size and interior
information of detected vessels, image noise levels, etc.

The potential shown in Eq. 8 considers the mean and variance differences between
the detected sphere and the bigger sphere which shares the same center point with the
detected sphere but has a bigger radius. It is irrelevant to k. If a sphere’s radius is larger
or smaller than the width of the tubular structure, the mean and variance differences
between this sphere and the bigger sphere will decrease, and the related potential P̃k

will increase. This potential gives smallest values on spheres when they are exactly with
center on centerline and the radii are as half as the width of the detected vessel. Also,
this region based potential does not consider the difference between the current sphere
and the starting sphere which therefore helps to avoid accumulation of detection errors
along the fast gradient descent.

3 Experimental Results and Analysis

In this section, we demonstrate our approach on various 2D and 3D real images. For
each test, users need to specify the center location and radius of the starting point,
the potential, and the largest allowed radius of the tubular object. Users also need to
specify the parameters dmax, d̃, and dstep for the 4D freezing fast marching scheme.
Furthermore, all the results shown in this paper were processed on the original image
data (i.e. no pre-processing steps were applied beforehand).

Fig. 2. Vessel segmentation for an angiogram 2D projection image based on the proposed method
(upper row) versus the 4D minimal path method [14] (lower row). The initial point is shown with
the red cross. Panels from left to right show the initial point and the detected iterative key points,
the detected multi-branch centerlines, and the detected vessel surfaces.
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Fig. 3. Segmentation results via the proposed method on another 2D projection angiogram image.
Panels from left to right show the initial point and the detected iterative key points and the detected
vessel surfaces.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4. 3D segmentation results shown for two out of five real 3D CTA data sets, plus comparisons
for all five sets between the proposed method versus the 4D minimal path method [14] in terms
of overlap with an expert’s manual segmentations

Be begin in Fig. 2 with a 2D segmentation result for a noisy 2D projection angiogram
image. We set rmax = 15, rinitial = 9, dmax = 0, d̃ = 100, and dstep = 50 for the
test. The initial point is located in the middle of the vessel structure. The potential is
defined by Eq. 8 with ω = 10, λ1 = 10, and λ2 = 10. The result shows that by
utilizing our 4D iterative key point scheme, multiple branches can be detected only
with one initial point. For comparison, we also present the segmentation result on the
same image based on the 4D minimal path method [14] which requires two input points
instead of one and is incapable of branching. Fig. 3 shows an additional segmentation
result with our algorithm on another 2D MRA projection image. In Fig. 4, we test the
iterative key point scheme on two 3D CTA datasets of the coronary artery. The potential
is defined by Eq. 8 with ω = 10, λ1 = 10, and λ2 = 10. In these two tests, the initial
points are located at the top of the left coronary artery.

Also, we show the comparison between the results obtained from our method (which
required only one initial seed point per experiment) and the 4D minimal path method in
[14] (which required 5 initial seed points per experiment in order to separately detect each
branch). The comparison was done via overlap with manually aquired segmentations for
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the five 3D clinical CTA coronary datasets. No preprocessing was applied to the date for
any of these experiments. Overlap Metric, OM = 2 · NB∩NR

NB+NR
, is applied to evaluate the

detection accuracy, in which NR and NB are the number of reference ground truth voxels
and the number of the detected voxels. For this comparison, we cropped a small region
in which the vessel structures were detected by both our method and 4D minimal path
method. The comparison illustrates that the proposed method can receive better results
as the 4D minimal path technique with far less initial input demanded from the user.

4 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed an innovative approach to extract multi-branch tubular struc-
tures using minimal user input. First, a novel 4D iterative key point searching method
is proposed and utilized to detect multi-branch tubular structures with only one initial
point. In contrast to standard minimal path techniques which require two initial points
and can only detect one single branch between them, this new approach may propagate
a tubular surface from only an initial seed point and detect 3D multi-branch surfaces
and their centerlines simultaneously. Second, the freezing fast marching method is ex-
tended to 4D to reduce the computational cost of the iterative key point search. Finally,
the designed potential, which is recalculated each time that a new key point is obtained,
can avoid the path difference accumulation along a long tubular structure. It is a novel
design and can be implemented easily in the iterative key point searching procedure.
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